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Summary 
 
Since longtime mathematics educators have shown interest in the use of history of 
mathematics in mathematics teaching. In many countries curricula mention the need of 
introducing a historical dimension in mathematics teaching. This chapter discusses 
some interesting reasons put forwards by the supporters of this use and their 
epistemological assumptions. 
 
The initial part of the chapter provides a short account of the setting in which the first 
discussions and the first experiments concerning the use of history in mathematics 
teaching took place. Afterwards the chapter outlines the development of the community 
of scholars interested in the relationship between history and pedagogy of mathematics, 
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which in 1976 was officially established as the group HPM (History and Pedagogy of 
Mathematics) affiliated to ICMI (International Commission on Mathematical 
Instruction). Some materials produced in this context are reported in the Appendix. 
They constitute a background and a source for researchers and for mathematics teachers 
wishing to explore the opportunity offered by history in their teaching. 
 
About the introduction of history of mathematics in the classroom the chapter focuses 
on two main streams of action: - history for promoting the image of mathematics as a 
vivid discipline with links with reality, - history for dealing with mathematical concepts. 
 
An efficient introduction of history in teaching entails adequate teachers’ historical 
knowledge. Then a part of this chapter is dedicated to discuss the role of this knowledge 
and to present how history may be used in teacher training programs. 
 
At the end of the chapter some frequent objections put forwards by teachers about the 
possibility of introducing history in their teaching are presented. The conclusion is that, 
tough there are difficulties and some contexts are not favorable to this introduction, in 
suitable contexts the effort required for facing this endeavor will be rewarded by 
significant improvements in the classroom life. 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Many educators recognize that history of mathematics may have a role in mathematics 
education. The arguments that support this opinion are various. It is claimed that using 
history makes mathematics be perceived as a human endeavor, that it allows seeing the 
multiple facets of concepts and theories, and highlighting obstacles met in mathematical 
understanding. Moreover, together with epistemology, history of mathematics is 
considered suitable for setting mathematical objects in specific problematic contexts: 
evolution of rigor, ideologies, methods, forms of discourse, and links with other 
disciplines.  
 
In this chapter the role of history of mathematics in mathematics education is discussed 
through theoretical considerations and a few examples of practice in the classroom and 
in teacher training. A brief historical survey introduces to the theme by showing that 
since longtime history of mathematics in mathematics education is a theme that has 
interested mathematicians and educators. 
 
2. The pioneer Period in the Introduction of History in Mathematics Education 
 
2.1. The Scenario 
 
In the second half of nineteenth century, when old states were modernized and new ones 
were established, one of the main concerns of the governments was to update or create 
systems of education in their countries. To this aim all school levels were considered 
with different objectives and approaches. For the primary level the main problem was 
the literacy of the population, for more advanced grades it was that of deepening the 
students’ background and to prepare for professions. In the meanwhile mathematical 
research was developing in many domains. 
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As always, mathematics was a main topic in curricula and very soon the problem of 
improving mathematics education became a theme of discussion. At the beginning this 
discussion was mainly carried out by mathematicians. Slowly mathematics teachers, 
who were acquiring a defined professionalization, entered the discussion and, in some 
cases, experienced some innovations in their classrooms. This mainly happened at the 
end of nineteenth century, when associations of mathematics teachers, journals 
addressed to mathematics teaching, new mathematics textbooks appeared in various 
countries, see (Furinghetti, to appear). Later on cooperation in mathematics education 
developed at an international level thanks to the creation in 1908 of the “International 
Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics” which may be considered the parent of 
the present ICMI (International Commission on Mathematical Instruction), see 
(Furinghetti & Giacardi, 2008). 
 
Among the means considered for enhancing mathematics education there was history of 
mathematics. Since the eighteenth century important treatises on history of mathematics 
had been published and later some treatises, such as A Short account of the history of 
mathematics by Walter William Rouse Ball published in London (1888), put at disposal 
of a large audience historical knowledge,. Journals devoted to history of mathematics 
were founded in the second half of nineteenth century: the Italian Bullettino di 
Bibliografia e di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche e Fisiche (founded in 1868 by 
Baldassarre Boncompagni), the German Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Mathematik 
(published in 1877 by Moritz Cantor), and the Swedish Bibliotheca Mathematica 
(founded in 1884 by Gustaf Hjalmar Eneström, see Lorey, 1926). Chapter 1 of the ICMI 
Study volume on “History in mathematics education” reports passages, taken from 
different epochs and countries, that show the widespread concern about the value of 
history of mathematics in the mathematical culture, see (Fasanelli et al. 2000). The 
oldest quotation, dating back to the 1790s, is authored by the outstanding mathematician 
Joseph Louis Lagrange, who stresses the importance of history for mathematical 
researchers. 
 
2.2. Pioneer Reflections on the Use of History in Mathematics Education 
 
The development of interest in history of mathematics was soon paralleled by the 
feeling that knowledge on history of mathematics may have a role in the teaching and 
learning of mathematics. A document that may be considered an archetype of the 
discussion about the use of history in mathematics education is the text of the talk 
delivered by G. Heppel (1893) at the Association for the Improvement of Geometrical 
Teaching, the association parent of Mathematical Association, the British association of 
mathematics teachers. In his article Heppel recalls that historical information appears in 
treatises of mathematics recently appeared, that some teachers use historical illustrations 
and that he is using history with private pupils. Before explaining the benefits of the use 
of history in mathematics teaching, he lists the most important restrictions in this use: 
 
I. The History of Mathematics should not form a separate subject of education, but be 

strictly auxiliary and subordinate to Mathematical teaching. 
II. Only those portions should be dealt with which are of real assistance to the learner. 
III. It is not to be made a subject of examination. (Heppel, 1893, pp. 19-20) 
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To answer the main question “in what ways History makes mathematical study easier, 
clearer, or more interesting” (p. 22) first of all Heppel remarks that history “gives us 
stereoscopic views instead of pictures and diagrams. A particular subject may be looked 
at from many sides, each aspect suggesting a different mode of treatment.” (p. 22) 
Afterwards he considers that through history some row ideas of a concept that has been 
covered by the successive developments may be highlighted to help the full 
understanding of this concept. Another benefit is that history contrasts the common 
feeling that mathematics is a dry subject, by recovering the cultural value of 
mathematics: “Mathematics is full of life and interest, that it appeals to the imagination 
as well as to the intellect, that is it has a poetry peculiarly its own.” (p. 24) Moreover 
history of mathematics shows how progress in mathematics “has gone on in answer to 
the needs that men have felt” (p. 24). As shown in the following, the arguments 
mentioned by Heppel (1893) are present in the discussion on history in mathematics 
education until our days. 
 
Heppel’s address mainly refers to pupils of primary and secondary levels. Other authors 
of that period consider also advanced levels. In the title of a paper published in 1899 by 
the Italian historian of mathematics Gino Loria, history of mathematics is seen as a 
“coupling link” between secondary and university teaching because it may help to 
revisit mathematics from an advanced standpoint, see (Furinghetti, 2000). Considering 
tertiary level involves, in particular, considering mathematics teacher education. In this 
concern Florian Cajori (1894) wrote in the introduction of his seminal book A history of 
mathematics: “Another reason for the desirability of historical study is the value of 
historical knowledge to the teacher of mathematics.” (p. 3). Another famous book on 
history of mathematics, written by Hieronymus Georg Zeuthen, was intended for 
teachers and proposed that the history of mathematics should be part of teachers’ 
general education, see (Zeuthen, 1902). This opinion was shared by mathematicians and 
educators. In 1904 the third International Congress of Mathematicians, held in 
Heidelberg, adopted a motion in which the introduction of a historical component in 
public education as well as the teaching of history of exact sciences in university 
courses were advocated, see (Krazer, 1905). The theme of history in teacher education 
permeates the work of the educator David Eugene Smith: the course for mathematics 
teachers he held at the Michigan State Normal School in Ypsilanti was strongly based 
on the historical perspective (Donoghue, 2006) and his famous book The teaching of 
elementary mathematics is imbued with history of mathematics, see (Smith, 1904). 
Historical sections appear in Elementary mathematics from an advanced standpoint, the 
work where the mathematician Felix Klein presents the mathematical content he 
considered necessary for mathematics teachers, see (Klein, 1939). In part II (Geometry), 
he writes: 
 
I shall draw attention, more than is usually done ... to the historical development of the 
science …. I hope, by discussions of this sort, to further, as I like to say, your general 
mathematical culture: alongside of knowledge of details, as these are supplied by the 
special lectures, there should be a grasp of subject-matter and of historical relationship 
[emphases in the original]” (II, p. 2). 
 
The previous short outline of the pioneer discussion on the use of history in 
mathematics education stresses the existence of two domains of action: student 
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education and teacher education. Though there are obvious links and some theoretical 
frames are common, I’ll treat separately the two domains and I’ll provide some specific 
examples for both.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Branford’s schema about the mathematical stages of civilizations and of 
students’ education 

 
2.3. A Pioneer Experiment of Introducing History in the Mathematics Classroom 
 
A telling evidence of an early attempt in the use of history is provided by the text of the 
talk presented at the Mathematical Association in 1913 by Miss Barwell, who accounts 
her introduction of history of mathematics to students of the Training Department of 
Alexandra College (Dublin) and to girls aged sixteen and seventeen of other classes. 
The author’s very words illustrate the cultural climate and aims of this experiment 
(Barwell, 1913, p. 72): 
 
While reading for these lectures, I was greatly struck by the stress laid by Benchara 
Branford in his Study of Mathematical Education on the importance of what one might 
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call the historical method. He emphasises the fact that the history of each individual 
development is a brief compendium of the history of the race, and that the sound method 
of instruction is to let the student travel, in his quest for knowledge, roughly over the 
same path by which his fathers arrived, - roughly, only, because life is short, and there 
were quagmires in which our fathers floundered for many centuries. 
 
I thought it would be very good for the training-students to learn a little of how 
“Mathematics” grew, before they studied how to teach them, and so I sacrificed a 
certain amount of their very limited time to this object. And I was glad to find how much 
their interest was stimulated - especially among those who knew a little mathematics, - 
and though it was barely possible to do more than stimulate interest, one hopes that 
some of them will care enough to read more of the subject for themselves when the brief 
fever of training is at an end. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Miss Barwell’s adaptation of Branford’s schema 
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In the classroom Miss Barwell treated notations, Egyptian mathematics, systems of 
numeration, positional notations, the rise of algebra and of geometry. The works she 
cites in her talk suggest that she was a very special teacher, well acquainted about 
literature and academic events. The book she mentions in the above quotation is 
(Branford, 1908), a famous treatise on mathematics teaching that presented many 
innovative methods of teaching, such as the use of manipulatives and mathematical 
laboratories, as well as issues outside mathematics such as psycho-analytical theories, in 
particular the function of sub-consciousness. With this book Branford launched a 
program of empirical research in mathematics education in years in which there was 
almost no empirical research. Branford makes often reference to history: his book, in 
particular, contains a figure outlining the parallelism between mathematical 
development in the civilizations and individuals’ stages of learning, see Figure 1. 
Branford’s use of history has been considered as a form of application of recapitulation 
(ontogeny recapitulates the phylogeny), see (Fauvel, 1991). Schubring (2006) argues 
this position and claims “In view of the absence of empirically confirmed propositions 
concerning the process of learning in mathematics, Branford’s approach may be 
understood as using history of mathematics as a guideline for formulating research 
questions which then have to be investigated empirically.” In (Barwell, 1913) (p. 332) 
there is an adaptation of the figure conceived by Branford, see Figure 2. 
 
- 
- 
- 
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mathematics education, Second edition (pp. 630-659). New York – London: Routledge. [This paper 
discusses the recapitulation law and presents some examples about students’ learning] 

Furinghetti, F. & Somaglia, A. (1997). Storia della matematica in classe. L’educazione matematica, s. 5, 
2, 26-46. [This paper analyzes various examples of the use of history in the classroom with particular 
reference to the method of analysis and synthesis] 

Gargani, G. (1996). Un percorso artistico. Lettera Pristem, 22, 47. [This paper is a short report on an 
experiment of using history for acting on students’ image of mathematics] 

Gebhardt, M., 1912, Geschichte der Mathematik in mathematischen Unterricht an den höheren Schulen 
Deutschlands. Dargelegt auf Grund alter und neuer Lehrbücher und der Programmabhandlungen 
höherer Schulen, series A (Abhandlungen), III Band, n. 30. Leipzig: B. G. Teubner. [This is the report of 
the German SubCommittee to the International Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics about 
history of mathematics in school] 

Grattan-Guinness, I. (1973). Not from nowhere. History and philosophy behind mathematical education. 
International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology, 4, 421-453. [This paper 
analyses the historical and philosophical background of mathematics education] 
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Grattan-Guiness, I. (2004). History or heritage? An important distinction in mathematics for mathematics 
education. American Mathematical Monthly, 111(1), 1-12. [This paper analyses the nature of history and 
its relation with mathematics education] 

Gravemeijer, K., & Doorman, M. (1999). Context problems in realistic mathematics education: a calculus 
course as an example, Educational Studies in Mathematics, 39, 111-129. [This paper describes an 
experiment in which concept of calculus are introduced through using history] 

Gulikers, I. (2002-03). The seventeenth-century surveyor in class. BSHM Newsletter, 47, 56-63. [This 
article describes how old techniques and instruments were used to introduce similarity] 

Gulikers, I., & Blom, K. (2001). ‘A historical angle’, a survey of recent literature on the use and value of 
history in geometrical education. Educational Studies in Mathematics, 47, 223-258. [This article presents 
a survey of the literature reporting on the use and value of the history in geometrical education] 

Haeckel, E. (1912). The evolution of man. London: Watts, & Co. (Original work published 1874) [In this 
book the author explains his theories about evoluion] 

Heiede, T. (1996). History of mathematics and the teacher. In R. Calinger (Ed.), Vita mathematica: 
Historical research and integration with teaching MAA Notes n. 40 (pp. 231-243). Washington, DC: 
Mathematical Association of America. [This chapter discusses the aspects of the role of history of 
mathematics in teacher education] 

Heppel, G. (1893). Nineteenth general report of the Association for the Improvement of Geometrical 
Teaching. Bedford: W. J. Robinson, 19-33. See also Heppel, G. (1893). The use of history in teaching 
mathematics, Nature, 48, 16-18). [This paper discusses how history of mathematics may be efficiently 
used in the classroom and provides some examples. The cultural value of history of mathematics is 
stressed] 

Hitchcock, G. (1992). The “great entertainment” dramatising the birth and the development of 
mathematical concepts. For the Learning of Mathematics, 12(1), 21-27. [The author presents his activity 
of dramatization of historical moments in the development of mathematics] 

Hsieh, F.-J. (2000). Teachers’ teaching beliefs and their knowledge about the history of negative 
numbers. In W.-S. Horng & F.-L. Lin (Eds.), Proceedings of the HPM 2000 Conference History in 
mathematics education: Challenges for a new millennium. A satellite meeting of ICME-9 (Vol. 1, pp. 88-
97) Taipei, Taiwan: Department of Mathematics, National Taiwan Normal University. [This paper studies 
the changes in teachers’ view of negative number after learning their history] 

Hunger Parshall, K. (1988). The art of algebra from Al-Khwarizmi to Viète: a study in the natural 
selection of ideas. History of science, 26(72), 129-164. [This paper outlines the evolution of algebraic 
thinking] 

Jahnke, H. N. (1994). The historical dimension of mathematical understanding: objectifying the 
subjective. In J. P. da Ponte & J. F. Matos (Eds.), Proceedings of the 18th Conference of the International 
Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education, Lisboa (Vol. I, pp. 139-156). Lisbon: Departamento 
de Educaçao, Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa. [This plenary talk delivered at a PME 
Conference links history with aspects of mathematical understanding] 

Jahnke, H. N. with Arcavi, A., Barbin, E., Bekken, O., Furinghetti, F., El Idrissi, A., da Silva, C. M. S., & 
Weeks, C. (2000). The use of original sources in the mathematics classroom. In J. Fauvel & J. Van 
Maanen (Eds.), History in mathematics education: The ICMI Study (Luminy, Marseille, 1998), chapter 9, 
(pp. 291-328). Dordrecht / Boston / London: Kluwer Academic Publisher. [This chapter of the ICMI 
Study volume provides theoretical considerations and examples on the efficacy of using original sources] 

Jankvist, U. T. (2009). A categorization of the ‘Whys’ and ‘Hows’ of using history in mathematics 
education. Educational Studies in Mathematics, 71, 235-261. [The author attempts a classification of the 
reasons that support the use of history in mathematics teaching] 

Katz, V., & Michalowicz, K. D. (2004). Historical modules for the teaching and learning of mathematics. 
Washington, DC: Mathematical Association of America. [This CD presents lesson materials designed to 
demonstrate the use of the history of mathematics in the teaching of mathematics] 

Klein, F. (1939). Elementary mathematics from an advanced standpoint. Part I: Arithmetic, Algebra, 
Analysis. Part II: Geometry. Translated by E. R. Hedrick and C. A. Noble. New York: Dover 
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Publications. [In this work, based on the notes of the courses he delivered in 1907-1908, the famous 
mathematician outlines the mathematical content to be developed for teacher education] 

Kool, M. (1992). Dust clouds from the 16th century. The Mathematical Gazette, 76(475), 90-96. [This 
paper reports on an experiment in which Dutch arithmetic texts of 16th century were used to motivate 
students with learning difficulties] 

Krazer, A. (Ed.) (1905). Verhandlungen des dritten Internationalen Mathematiker-Kongresses. Leipzig: 
B. G. Teubner. [This volume constitutes the proceedings of the third International Congress of 
Mathematicians] 

Liu, Po-Hung (2003). Do teachers need to incorporate the history of mathematics in their teaching?. 
Mathematics Teacher, 96, 370-377. [This paper attempts to answer the question “Why should the history 
of mathematics have a place in school mathematics?” through theoretical arguments and empirical 
evidence] 

Lorey, W. (1926). Gustav Eneström. Isis, 8, 313-320. [The obituary of the founder of the pioneer journal 
on the history of mathematics Bibliotheca Mathematica outlines some characters of the research in this 
field during the period of publication of the journal] 

Manin, Y. I. (1991). Mathematics as metaphor. In I. Satake (Ed.), Proceedings of the International 
Congress of Mathematicians (Vol. 2, pp. 1665-1671). Tokyo - Berlin - Heidelberg - etc.: The 
Mathematical society of Japan, Springer-Verlag. [This is the text of the talk on the nature of mathematics 
delivered at the International Congress of Mathematicians] 

Percival, I. (2001). An artefactual approach to ancient arithmetic. For the Learning of Mathematics, 
21(3), 16-21. [This article contains the account of an activity about arithmetic of ancients in the 
classroom] 

Philippou, G. N., & Christou, C. (1998). The effect of a preparatory mathematics program in changing 
prospective teachers’ attitudes towards mathematics. Educational Studies in Mathematics, 35, 189–206. 
[This paper reports on a project encompassing history. The changes in prospective teachers’ beliefs and 
attitudes are analyzed] 

Poincaré H. (1899). La logique et l’intuition dans la science mathématique et dans l’enseignement. 
L’Enseignement Mathématique,1, 157–162. [A famous mathematician reflects on the nature of 
mathematical invention] 

Ponza, M. V. (1998). A role for the history of mathematics in the teaching and learning of mathematics. 
Mathematics in School, 27(4), 1-13. [The author describes alternative activities performed using history 
of mathematics] 

Radford, L. (1997). On psychology, historical epistemology, and teaching of mathematics: towards a 
socio-cultural history of mathematics. For the learning of mathematics, 17(1), 26-33. [This article is a 
wide exposition of the author’s ideas about history and mathematics education] 

Radford, L., Boero, P., & Vasco, C. (2000). Epistemological assumptions framing interpretations of 
students understanding of mathematics. In J. Fauvel, & J. van Maanen (Eds.), History in mathematics 
education. The ICMI Study (pp. 162–167). Dordrecht / Boston / London: Kluwer Academic Publisher. 
[This paper is part of the chapter 5 entitled “Historical formation and student understanding of 
mathematics” of the ICMI Study volume on History in mathematics education] 

Radford, L., & Guérette, G. (2000). Second degree equations in the classroom: A Babylonian approach. 
In V. Katz (Ed.), Using history to teach mathematics. An international perspective (pp. 69–75). 
Washington, DC: Mathematical Association of America. [This paper describes a teaching sequence 
whose purpose is to lead the students to reinvent the formula that solve the general quadratic equation] 

Ransom, P. (1995). Navigation and surveying: teaching geometry through the use of old instruments. In 
F. Lalande, F. Jaboeuf, & Y. Nouazé, (Eds.) (1995). Actes de la première Université d’Été Européenne. 
Histoire et Épistémologie dans l’Éducation Mathématique (pp. 227-239). Montpellier, France: IREM de 
Montpellier, Université Montpellier II. [The author reports on a workshop where easily made instruments 
such as sundials and the cross-staff were used for teaching trigonometry and geometry] 

Schubring, G. (1978). Das genetische Prinzip in der Mathematik-Didaktik. Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta. [This is 
a wide study of the gentic principle in mathematics] 
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Schubring, G. (2006). Ontogeny and phylogeny - Categories for cognitive development. In F. Furinghetti, 
S. Kaijser, & C. Tzanakis (Eds.), Proceedings HPM 2004 & ESU 4 – Revised edition (pp. 329-339). 
Iraklion, Greece: University of Crete. [In this paper classical and recent texts on the relation of phylogeny 
and ontogeny are presented and discussed, with special emphasis on categories relevant for cognitive 
development] 

Schubring, G. with Cousquer, É., Fung, C.-I., El Idrissi, A., Gispert, H., Heiede, T., Ismael, A., Jahnke, 
N., Lingard, D., Nobre, S., Philippou, G., Pitombeira de Carvalho J., & Weeks, C. (2000). History of 
mathematics for trainee teachers. In J. Fauvel & J. Van Maanen (Eds.), History in mathematics education: 
The ICMI Study, chapter 9, (pp. 91-142). Dordrecht / Boston / London: Kluwer. [This chapter of the ICMI 
Study volume on History in mathematics education is dedicated to the use of history in mathematics 
teacher training] 

Siu, M.-K. (1995). Mathematical thinking and history of mathematics. In F. Swetz, J. Fauvel, O. Bekken, 
B. Johansson, V. & Katz (Eds.), Learn from the Masters (pp. 279-282). Washington, DC: Mathematical 
Association of America. [This article discusses the pedagogical aspects of Euler’s explanation of the 
Konigsberg bridge problem] 

Siu, M.-K. (2006). No, I don’t use history of mathematics in my class: Why?. In F. Furinghetti, S. 
Kaijser, & C. Tzanakis, (Eds.) Proceedings HPM 2004 & ESU 4 – Revised edition (pp. 268-277). 
Iraklion, Greece: University of Crete. [This paper discusses some possible objections made by teachers to 
the use of history of mathematics in their classes] 

Skemp, R. (1969). The psychology of learning mathematics. Harmondsworth: Penguin. [This is a famous 
treatise on learning mathematics written by a psychologist] 

Smestad, B. (2011). Teachers’ conceptions of history of mathematics. In V. Katz, & C. Tzanakis (Eds.), 
Recent developments on introducing a historical dimension in mathematics education (pp. 233-242). 
Washington, DC: Mathematical Association of America. [This paper describes an interview study on 
Norwegian teachers’ conceptions of the history of mathematics] 

Smith, D. E. (1904). The teaching of elementary mathematics. New York: The Macmillan Company. 
[This is a classical book for mathematics teacher education] 

Stander, D. (1989). The use of the history of mathematics in teaching. In P. Ernest (Ed.), Mathematics 
teaching. The state of the art (pp. 241-246). New York, NY: The Falmer Press. [This paper analyses two 
short experiments on the use of history with students and with prospective teachers. The conclusion is that 
in both cases little improvement in attitude towards mathematics was observed] 

Swetz, F. J. (1995). To know and to teach: mathematical pedagogy from a historical context. Educational 
Studies in Mathematics, 29, 73-88. [In this article pedagogical issues are linked to ancient documents 
from Babylonia and China] 

Tall, D. (2003). Using technology to support an embodied approach to learning concepts in mathematics. 
In L. M. Carvalho, & L. C. Guimarães (Eds.), Historia e tecnologia no ensino da Matemática (Vol. I, 1-
28). Rio de Janeiro. [The author relates the use of technology with his view on learning] 

Tang, K.-C. (2006). History of mathematics for the young educated minds: A Hong Kong reflection. In F. 
Furinghetti, S. Kaijser, & C. Tzanakis, (Eds.) Proceedings HPM 2004 & ESU 4 – Revised edition (pp. 
630-638). Iraklion, Greece: University of Crete. [This paper discusses the role of history in mathematics 
education with particular reference to Hong Kong syllabus] 

Testa, G. (1996). Conics: a teaching experience. In M. J. Logarto, A. Vieira, & E. Veloso (Eds.), 
Proceedings of Second European summer university (Vol. 2, pp. 449-456). Braga, Portugal: Portuguese 
Association of the Teachers of Mathematics & Department of Mathematics, University of Minho. [This is 
a report of an experiment on introducing history of mathematics in extra-time lessons] 

Thom, R. (1973). Modern mathematics; does it exist?. In A. G. Howson, (Ed.), Developments in 
mathematics education (pp. 194-209). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. [This paper discusses the 
faults of New/Modern Math] 

Toeplitz, O. (1963). The calculus, a genetic approach. Chicago and London: The University of Chicago 
Press. [This is a manual of calculus for university students. The German version appeared in 1927] 
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Tymoczko, T. (1994). Humanistic and utilitarian aspects of mathematics. In D. F. Robitaille, D. H. 
Wheeler, & C. Kieran (Eds.), Selected lectures from the 7th International Congress on Mathematical 
Education (pp. 327-339). Québec: Les Presses de l’Université Laval. [This paper discusses the aspects of 
the nature of mathematics] 

Thomaidis, Y., & Tzanakis, C. (2010), The implementation of the history of mathematics in the new 
curriculum and textbooks in Greek secondary education. In V. Durand-Guerrier, S. Soury-Lavergne, & F. 
Arzarello (Eds.), Proceedings of the Sixth Congress of the European Society for Research in Mathematics 
Education (pp. 2801-2810). Lyon: Service des publications, INRP. <www.inrp.fr/editions/cerme6>. [The 
authors analyze the presence of history in Greeks mathematics textbooks] 

Thompson, A. G. (1992). Teachers’ beliefs and conceptions: A synthesis of the research. In D. A. Grouws 
(Ed.), Handbook of research on mathematics teaching and learning (pp.127-146). New York: Macmillan. 
 
Tzanakis, C., & Thomaidis, Y. (2011). Complementary routes to integrate history in mathematics 
education: In search of an appropriate theoretical framework. In E. Barbin, M. Kronfellner, C. Tzanakis 
(Eds.), History and Epistemology in Mathematics Education. Proceedings of the Sixth European Summer 
University ESU 6 (pp. 127-137). Vienna: Verlag Holzhausen GmbH / Holzhausen Publishing Ltd. [The 
authors attempt a classification of the use of history in mathematics teaching] 

Van Amerom, B. (2003). Focusing on informal strategies when linking arithmetic to early algebra. 
Educational Studies in Mathematics, 54, 63-75. [This paper presents a project for treating the transition 
from arithmetic to algebra using history] 

Veyne, P. (1971). Comment on écrit l’histoire: essai d’épistémologie. Paris: Le Seuil. [This book 
discusses the epistemological nature of history] 

Zeuthen, H.-G. (1902). Histoire des mathématiques dans l’antiquité et le Moyen Âge. Paris: Gauthier-
Villars. (Original work published in 1892). [This book is a classical treatise on history of mathematics; it 
has a humanistic orientation] 
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